
Federato delivers a sleek, modern underwriting experience combining a unified workflow with real-time

risk data and bleeding-edge AI to proactively balance your portfolio. Federato triages business based on 

key criteria like appetite, underwriting guidelines, and winnability, empowering underwriting and operations 

teams to reduce mundane tasks, meet strategic goals, and grow their book of business.

What We Do

FederatoÇs industry-first µisk¼ps platform for ¶Ëº and ´pecialty insurance aligns portfolio strategy with 

underwriting action. Designed by underwriters for underwriters, the solution drives better underwriting 

decisions, productivity, and results by operationalizing underutilized data investments to surface real-time 

risk and portfolio insights at key points of action in the underwriting processÒ
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Underwriting Action

1 ,200+

Hours of underwriter 

interviews to design the most 

productive UW experience.

15 to 1  

Reduction in the number

of apps & screens needed 

to price a risk.

<  8-12

Weeks to implement

our UW workflow in 

production.

Triage accounts based on appetite, guidelines, 

and winnability

Dynamically optimize each underwriter's queue

Proactively monitor risk accumulations

Ensure systematic adherence to strategy, rules, 

and authority

Track organization�wide per¢ormance and 

progress to goals

Pre�built integrations with leading Policy 

Administration Systems 

Plug�and�play integration with Planck Data, 

Relativity6, Groundspeed, and many more
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Our federated architecture provides a unified view of disparate information including internal and

third-party data, underwriting rules, and guidelines directly within the underwriting workflow. We deliver

a modern, intuitive, and continuously updated underwriting experience without the need to move sensitive 

information outside your firewall. Our Software-as-a-Service solution is rapidly deployed into a single 

tenant environment and fully configured to meet your needs within P�Ò� weeks – and we never chargª

for services. 

How It Works

Ready to learn more?

Federato.ai

 Let’s have a 30 minute discussion about how our RiskOps solution can benefit your 

organization. Book a demo today at .

Despite massive investments in third-party data 

and new predictive models, insurers still struggle 

to precisely assess and price increasingly 

complex risks such as climate change, cyber, 

social inflation, and civil unrest. 

This is a challenge that can’t be solved with

antiquated underwriting workbenches, macro-

enabled spreadsheets, or adding yet another 

web-based application to your toolset – it 

requires a new way of thinking about risk and 

portfolio management to ensure efficient 

operations and profitable growth.

According to the Swiss Re Institute, there

is $150B+ gap between total losses and

the amount that are insured, with more 

than L0K oJ losses Jrom natural disasters 

uninsured globally.
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$150B+ Problem

RiskOps Benefits

Balance growth and risk exposure to maximize 

return on reinsurance

Measure adherence to organizational goals and 

guidelines

Align underwriting, operations, and actuarial 

around a common strategy

Reduce mundane tasks to improve under-writer 

satisfaction and attract new talent
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